AUGUST 2015  |  Calendar of Events

MUSIC

Piano as Catch Can
Enjoy occasional piano music provided by professional pianists as well as employees, students, patients, visitors and community members who have been welcomed to our team. These pianos are in the main entrance lobby and surgical family area.

Music in Waiting Areas

August 3
Elena Millar, classical piano
2-3:30 pm, main entrance lobby and surgical waiting area
Sponsored by the Department of Humanities

August 10
Kate McCutchan, piano and vocal
10-12, main entrance lobby

August 12
Jonathan Frazier, Native American flutes and piano, 10-11:30, UPC lobby
Sponsored by the Department of Humanities

August 13
Seasons, harp and dulcimer duo
10-12 noon, PSCI lobby and Children’s Hospital lobby
Sponsored by Greater Harrisburg Arts Legacy Fund

August 14
Brad Barrows, piano 10:30 am-12:00 pm, main entrance lobby and surgical wait area
Sponsored by the Doctors Kienle Center for Humanistic Medicine

August 17
Steve Rudolph, jazz keyboard
10 -11:30 am, Main entrance lobby

August 19
Beth Trez, jazz piano
9 – 11:00 am, main entrance lobby and surgical wait area
Sponsored by the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts

August 20
Seasons, harp and dulcimer duo
10-12 noon, 30 Hope Drive, Entrance B

August 21
Cindy Wittenberg, keyboard
10-12 noon, Infusion Therapy and 7th rotunda

August 25
Sheiba Purtle, Hang instrument
11-1, main entrance lobby, PSCI lobby, surgical family area
Sponsored by the Department of Humanities

August 26
Silka Hollow String cello and mandolin duo 11:30-1, UPC lobby, Sponsored by the Department of Humanities

August 27
Campus Council on Diversity Summerfest music, BMR Courtyard
11:00 – 12:00
Sterling Green, Jr. didgeridoo, native American flutes, drums
12:15 – 1:15
Sviraj, music from the Balkans
1:30 – 2:15
Old World Folk Band, Klezmer music

You can join us and inspire future creative programs at Penn State Hershey by making a gift to support Center Stage. Visit GiveToPennStateHershey.org to make your contribution or email givinginquiries@hmc.psu.edu to have a member of our development staff contact you.

ART

Rotating Art Displays
Original paintings by members of the Hershey Area Art Association are hanging in the following patient and family waiting areas: Nuclear Medicine wait area in Radiology, 6th floor family waiting areas H6101 and H6102, HVI Patient area and family waiting area. For purchasing inquiries email cdeboer@hmc.psu.edu.

Pick-a-Pic

Our art-lending program in designated in-patient rooms is blossoming. Patients choose a painting from our growing collection of prints by regional professional artists. The Pick a Pic program is funded by The National Endowment for the Arts, Nursing Departments and by the Association of Faculty and Friends.

On-site Easel Painting

Thanks to the Doctors Kienle Center for Humanistic Medicine, each month a professional artist creates an easel painting while patients and visitors watch. On Tuesday, August 18th at 11:00 a.m. artist Jeff Mathison will be painting on the PSCI Lobby. Join us to watch Jeff’s painting come to life. To learn more about Jeff’s work visit his website at http://www.artbymathison.com

LUNCH WITH CENTER STAGE

Our outdoor lunch concert series is back! See you in the BMR courtyard on Fridays 12-1. In case of rain, we will be in the cafeteria.

AUGUST 7  Jay Umble and Tom Pontz  Jazz duo, instrumental
AUGUST 14  Vintage Brass  Pop and classical brass music
AUGUST 21  Steve Rudolph and Tom Strohman  Jazz keyboard & woodwinds
AUGUST 28  Sal Biondello  Folk singer songwriter